11/5/20 - MFG OutLoud Episode #30
The Engineer Who Embraced Sales & Marketing
How the “Book of Boring” Can Teach a Young Dog Old Tricks
(with Special Guest - Jack Burley from Big Kaiser Precision Tooling)


Jack Burley is the VP of Engineering & Sales (yes, that’s a thing) of Big Kaiser Precision Tooling - a different kind of tooling partner. 
 
If you're in the metal cutting industry and you demand extreme precision and reliability, you either already are or certainly should be working with Big Kaiser.
 
Jack is an experience accumulator.  His career trajectory has been the sum of what he’s observed & applied.
 
What a pleasure having him join us today! 
 
Let’s dive into another courageous conversation gang!
 
Subscribe
Apple | Spotify | Google | YouTube
 
4 Quick Things from this Episode
The Book of Boring...(’book of knowledge’, data needs context) 
What up with your title, Sales and Engineering...that’s an unusual combination 
Blogging & Content & Marketing (oh my!)...philosophy, frequency, etc 
How silos can hold a company back 
 
 
...and last but not lease...Advice for our manufacturing audience...what do more shops need to be doing to grow & compete?
 
 
Enjoying the show? Please leave us a review here. Even one sentence helps. It’s feedback from Manufacturing All-Stars like you that keeps us going!
 
Tweetable Quotes
“Data is one thing. Context is everything!” —Jack Burley
 
“The best part of being an engineer who gets sales and marketing is the ability to overcome the roadblocks that occur between three very different departments and move forward. —Jack Burley
 
“We’ve been blogging for over ten years consistently whether my team likes it or not. It works.” —Jack Burley
 
“Working with an agency is critical to a manufacturer's marketing success. They hold you accountable, have your back and keep us inspired.” —Jack Burley
 
“The advantage of ABM (Account Based Marketing) is it allows us to focus on a very specific product that’s made for a very specific clientele to generate leads faster.” —Jack Burley
 
Recommended Resources from this Episode
https://www.bigkaiser.com/en/blog/writing-book-boring


Thank you for listening and hanging out with us.
Keep manufacturing out loud! We need you. 


Connect with Jack Burley
LinkedIn | Twitter | Web
 
Connect with Allison DeFord
LinkedIn | Twitter | Web
 
 
Connect with Ray Ziganto
LinkedIn | Twitter | Web

